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Abstract
Laughter is an important para-linguistic cue that can be use-
ful in gauging the affective state of the speaker. In this pa-
per, we present an approach to detecting laughter in children’s
speech using acoustic features in the spectral and prosodic do-
mains. Feature selection was performed using the information
gain-based technique and a speaker-independent validation us-
ing a support vector machine (SVM), an accuracy of 94.43%
was observed, which was a 12.48% absolute improvement over
the baseline result of 81.95%. For us to explore generalization
properties, the models of speech and laughter were tested on a
completely different database of adult-child interactions known
as the Multimodal Dyadic Behavior Dataset (MDBD). The ac-
curacy using the earlier trained models was 70.58%. Even
though the children in this database were toddlers (less than
three years old), the results suggest that the predictive power
of the selected features generalizes well to different forms of
children’s laughter.
Index Terms: laughter, children, information gain, affect,
acoustic analysis.

1. Introduction
Humans are capable of interpreting affective information from
speech but likely also rely on the para-linguistic component in
speech [1]. A spoken phrase with laughter included would be
interpreted by the listener as a phrase spoken in jest or if mod-
ulated with whining, it could perceived as frustration in speech.
While there has been work done to detect vocalizations, such
as laughter, in adults’ speech [2, 3], detection of laughter in
children’s speech is less explored and has important applica-
tions in the clinical psychology domain. Children with develop-
mental disorders, such as autism, tend to produce more voiced
laughter than their typically developing counterparts [4]. Build-
ing systems that diarize such events automatically would be of
tremendous benefit to psychologists who are interested in study-
ing children’s affective communication. The main focus of our
project is to detect laughter in children’s speech using acoustic
features with machine learning techniques.

We explored the use of spectral and prosodic acoustic fea-
tures from speech and laughter samples from children’s vocal-
izations and verbalizations from a standard corpus, the Aibo
Emotion Corpus (AEC). Our approach uses formant-based fea-
tures which have not been explored in [5] and which have been
found to have different articulatory kinematics for laughter in
children’s speech [6]. We also used the information gain-based
feature selection technique with a robust experimental setup,
described in Section 4, to extract features with good class sepa-
rability power. The results of a 10-fold cross-validation to dis-

criminate between speech and laughter yielded 95% accuracy,
and using the testing mechanism of a leave-one-speaker-out val-
idation resulted in 94.43% accuracy which is a 12.48% absolute
improvement over the baseline result. The novelty of our re-
search is the use of training data from the AEC corpus and test-
ing it on the Multimodal Dyadic Behavior Dataset (MDBD) to
analyze for its generalization to other corpora. Despite different
ages and recording environments, an accuracy of 70.58% was
observed.

The paper, in the subsequent sections, describes the cor-
pora used for analysis and proceeds to explain the extraction of
features and the information gain-based feature selection tech-
nique. The experimental design used for getting the optimal set
of features is described and an explanation of the features se-
lected using the design is elaborated. Finally, the results of the
experiments performed using the AEC and MDBD corpora are
explained.

2. Corpus
The datasets employed in our analyses are the Aibo Emo-
tion Corpus (AEC) recorded at Friedrich-Alexander Univer-
sity (FAU), Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany and the Multimodal
Dyadic Behavior Dataset (MDBD) recorded at the Georgia In-
stitute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA.

The FAU-AEC corpus [5, 7] consists of interactions be-
tween children and Sony’s pet robot Aibo. The vocalizations
and verbalizations are spontaneous in nature as the children
were led to believe that the robot was responding to their in-
structions. The data were collected at two schools from 51 chil-
dren (aged 10-13 years, 21 male, 30 female). The laughter sam-
ples were annotated and different types of laughter were anno-
tated. These include speech which is modulated with laughter,
voiced laughter, unvoiced laughter, and voiced-unvoiced laugh-
ter. In our approach, the various types of laughter were treated
as a single class of laughter. Sentences uttered by children were
annotated as speech. The number of speech samples was 13478
and the number of laughter samples was 236. The discrepancy
in the number of samples used by FAU and this paper is 16 for
speech and one for laughter and this is due to the data being
missing in the set. This discrepancy constitutes 0.12% of the
original dataset (13731 speech and laughter samples) and is sta-
tistically insignificant for comparison of results with FAU.

The second dataset that we used was the MDBD, which
consists a brief (3 to 5 minute) semi-structured play interac-
tion between a child and an adult designed to elicit social at-
tention, back-and-forth interaction, and non-verbal communica-
tion. The protocol consists of five activities: greeting the child,
initiating a game of rolling a ball back and forth, bringing a
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book and inviting the child to look through it, placing the book
on the head and pretending it to be a hat, and engaging the child
in a tickling game. A detailed explanation of the dataset can
be found in [8]. In the context of our research, the child may
produce vocalizations in response to the activities and prompts
made by the adult. Laughter is one of the key vocalizations that
has been annotated and whose detection would aid in diariza-
tion of the child’s acoustic events and also help in analyzing the
child’s affective communication along with the level of engage-
ment of the child with the adult. We used 20 MDBD sessions
for detection of laughter. The ages of the participants ranged
from 15 - 29 months with a mean age of 22.45 months and a
standard deviation of 4.62 months. The number of laughter and
speech samples used for detection was 34 (17 for each class),
with the average duration of the laughter samples being 1.7 s
and the average duration of a speech sample was 1.17 s. The
differences between the datasets are the age groups, the con-
text of the activity, and the presence of cross-talk in some of the
samples with the adult talking in the background.

3. Feature Extraction and Selection
The open-source audio feature extractor, openSMILE [9], was
used to extract 988 spectral and prosodic features using a 30
ms Hamming window with 10 ms overlap. Table 1 lists the 52
acoustic features extracted using openSMILE.

Table 1: Spectral and prosodic acoustic features extracted using
openSMILE.

Feature Number of
low-level

descriptors
Intensity 2
Loudness 2

Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients 24
Pitch 2

Probability of voicing 2
Pitch envelope 2

Line Spectral Frequencies 16
Zero-Crossing Rate 2

Table 2: Statistical measures evaluated for each acoustic fea-
ture.

Statistical Measure
Max./Min. value and respective relative position within input,

range, arithmetic mean,
2 linear regression coefficients and linear and quadratic error,

standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
quartile 1 - 3, and 3 inter-quartile ranges.

The features were extracted for each sample and 19 statis-
tical measures, described in Table 2, were calculated for each
acoustic feature. Along with these features, formant-based fea-
tures were extracted using a 30 ms Hamming window with
10 ms overlap. The features were extracted using the widely-
used speech analysis tool PRAAT [10], using the Burg algo-
rithm [11]. The first three formant frequencies, their respective
bandwidths, the ratio of formant frequencies and bandwidths,
the Euclidean distance between the formant frequencies, the

Euclidean distance between formant bandwidths, and the Eu-
clidean distance between the ratio of the formant frequencies
were extracted, as shown in Table 3. The 14 statistical mea-
sures, described in Table 4, were measured, resulting in 294
formant-based frequencies. The resultant dimensionality of the
feature space turned out to be 1282.

Table 3: Formant-based features extracted using Praat.

Feature Number of
low-level

descriptors
Formant frequency 3
Formant bandwidth 3

Ratio of formant frequencies 3
Ratio of bandwidths of formants 3

Euclidean distance between 3
formant frequencies

Euclidean distance between 3
formant bandwidths

Euclidean distance between 3
ratio of formant frequencies

Table 4: Statistical measures evaluated for each formant-based
feature.

Statistical Measure
Arithmetic mean, median,
mode, standard deviation,

maximum and minimum values, flatness,
skewness, kurtosis,

25th quartile, 75th quartile,
inter-quartile ranges, 1st percentile, 99th percentile

One of our research objectives was to evaluate the predic-
tive power of features that are able to discriminate between
laughter and speech in children’s speech. Therefore, a feature
selection algorithm based on information gain was used. Infor-
mation gain is primarily used in decision trees [12] and mea-
sures the number of bits of information obtained for class pre-
diction by knowing the presence or absence of a sample point
in the classes.

Let {wi} M
i=1 be the set of classes and for any attribute,

{Xj} N
j=1, which has been discretized to N levels, the informa-

tion gain of the attribute is given in (1).

IG(wi, Xj) = H(wi)−H(wi|Xj), (1)

where H(wi) is the entropy of the class wi and H(wi|Xj) is
the conditional entropy of the class wi given the discretized at-
tribute Xj . Using the definition of entropy, (1) can be rewritten
in terms of probabilities as shown in (2).

IG(wi, Xj) = −
M∑
i=1

Pr(wi)log2Pr(wi)

+

N∑
j=1

M∑
i=1

Pr(Xj)Pr(wi|Xj)log2Pr(wi|Xj) (2)
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the methodology us-
ing five randomly sub-sampled sets of data along with the se-
lection of features.

The information gain for each feature is evaluated and
ranked in increasing order. The reduction in the dimensional-
ity of the feature set is described in the next section.

4. Experimental Design
The experimental setup in [5] used 250 random sub-samples
from the 13494 available samples of speech. A speaker-
independent validation approach was used to select the features.
In that approach, the sample points from one speaker were held
out and a correlation-based feature selection was performed us-
ing the sample points from the remaining 50 speakers. Finally,
the intersection of the features selected for 51 speakers was ob-
tained, which resulted in a reduced feature set of 30 acoustic
features. Considering the large number of samples annotated as
speech and the relatively small number selected (250), the pre-
vious method does not take into account the various levels of
intonation in speech produced by the subjects in the study and
this might not be captured using a small subset of speech sam-
ples. We used five sets of 250 random sub-samples of speech.
The analysis pipeline is shown in Figure 1. After the features
have been extracted from the five different sets, as described in
Section 3, and concatenated with the features from the laughter
samples, feature selection based on ranking according to infor-
mation gain was performed for each of the five sets. The number
of features to be ranked according to the information gain was
set to 100 for each set and then the intersection of the features
was obtained for the five sets. This resulted in a reduced fea-
ture set of 30 spectral and prosodic features which are listed in
Table 5.

Table 5: Acoustic features selected using feature selection based
on information gain and experimental setup using five sets of
data.

Feature Number of
features selected

Probability of voicing 12
Pitch 5

Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficient 5
Line Spectral Frequency 3
First Formant Frequency 5

5. Feature Interpretation
The selected features are important in the understanding of pro-
duction of laughter in children’s speech. The relevant features
can be classified into three groups, pitch and voicing-based,
spectral-based, and linear predictive coding (LPC)-based fea-
tures.

5.1. Pitch and voicing-based Features

Based on the findings of [13], the probability of voicing is
greater in speech than in laughter for adults. This fact has been
supported for children’s speech too [6]. This could be due to
the vowel-consonant structure of laughter. The work of [6] also
suggests that the fundamental frequency (f0) of children during
laughter is high due to a high sub-glottal pressure and thin vo-
cal folds [14]. The pitch and voicing-based features constitute
nearly 60% of the features selected.

5.2. Spectral-based Features

The fourth mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) was the
only spectral-based feature that was selected using the exper-
imental setup described in the previous section. The MFCC-
based features, which emulate the psychoacoustical modeling
of the human auditory system, have also been found to be
prominent features in detection of laughter in adult’s speech [2].
It is important to note that the spectral-based features were the
highest ranked features based on the information gain criterion.

5.3. LPC-based Features

The LPC-based features consist of line spectral frequencies
(LSF) and the first formant (F1) frequency. A pair of LSFs are
the two resonant conditions that describe the vocal tract being
either fully open or fully closed at the glottis [15]. In reality, the
resonances occur when the glottis is neither fully open or fully
closed and these are represented by formants as can be seen in
Figure 2. Therefore, the LSFs and the formants share a sym-
biotic relationship. The findings of [6] suggest that laughter in
children tends to have a high F1 owing to the fact of a more
open mouth or a low jaw with young children exhibiting ex-
treme kinematics with these articulators. These tend to become
more controlled with development in age.

Figure 2: Spectrum of vocal tract response for the vowel /e/.
The dashed and solid vertical lines represent the odd and even
line spectral frequencies (LSF) respectively. The order of the
LPC filter used is 10.

6. Results
For the purpose of classification, training models were de-
veloped on the reduced feature set using a variety of classi-
fiers that include gaussian mixture models using expectation-
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maximization (GMM-EM), multi-layer perceptrons (MLP), ra-
dial basis function neural networks (RBF-NN) and support vec-
tor machine (SVM) with a multitude of kernels. The classifica-
tion was performed using WEKA [16], an open-source machine
learning software. The results using the various classifiers for a
10-fold cross-validation are shown in Table 6. The results indi-
cate consistent accuracy for the five sets of data.

Table 6: Classification results using a 10-fold cross-validation
scheme with various classifiers with average accuracy and stan-
dard deviation over the five sets of data.

Accuracy
Classifier (mean ±

standard deviation)
MLP 95.04 ± 2.67%

RBF-NN 95.44 ± 2.70%
SVM (Linear kernel) 95.30 ± 2.68%

SVM (Polynomial kernel, degree=2) 95.82 ± 2.27%
SVM (RBF kernel) 95.96 ± 2.28%

GMM-EM 94.16 ± 3.25%

To evaluate the predictive nature of the selected features,
the problem was treated as an unsupervised problem and clus-
tering using GMM-EM and k-Means was performed. The re-
sults are shown in Table 7. The error rate indicates that the
features have robust predictive power.

Table 7: Clustering with GMM-EM and k-Means with average
error rate and standard deviation over the five sets of data.

Clustering Algorithm Error rate
(mean ± standard deviation

k-Means 7.19 ± 3.67%
GMM-EM 5.71 ± 3.16%

In order to compare our work with the baseline results [5],
the testing evaluation of a leave-one- speaker-out validation was
performed. This was performed to ensure speaker indepen-
dence. The classifier used for testing is an SVM with a quadratic
kernel (degree = 1.65) and a complexity parameter (C=0.005).
SVM was chosen for its superior generalization properties [17].

Table 8: Classification results of FAU using a support vector
machine (SVM) on the FAU-AEC dataset.

Predicted Speech Predicted Laughter
True Speech 11054 2440

True Laughter 38 199

The accuracy of FAU’s classification scheme is 81.95% and
the average accuracy per class is 82.95% as shown in Table 8.
The accuracy of our classification scheme is 94.43% and the
average accuracy per class is 94.46% as shown in Table 9.

The results shown in Tables 8 and 9 indicate that our
method outperforms the baseline results 12.48% in terms of
absolute improvement. The results in Table 9 also indicate
an equal error rate of 5.54% for the classes of laughter and
speech as this takes into account the huge imbalance between
the classes.

An attempt was made to check if the models trained using
the FAU corpus generalizes to other datasets. This was done

Table 9: Classification results of our research using a support
vector machine (SVM) with a polynomial kernel of degree =
1.65 and a complexity parameter (C = 0.005) on the FAU-AEC
dataset.

Predicted Speech Predicted Laughter
True Speech 12726 752

True Laughter 13 223

by testing on the MDBD dataset, described in Section 2 of the
paper. Testing was performed on a relatively small number (17)
of data points for each class. Again, an SVM was used with a
linear kernel and the results are shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Classification results of our research using a support
vector machine (SVM) with a linear kernel and a complexity
parameter (C = 1) trained on the data from FAU-AEC dataset
and testing on the MDBD dataset.

Predicted Speech Predicted Laughter
True Speech 12 5

True Laughter 5 12

The accuracy of the classification scheme both overall and
per class was 70.58%, which is significantly above chance
(50%).

The results indicate a moderate generalization of the trained
models on to other datasets. One of the reasons for the lower
than expected accuracy could be the difference in the age groups
of the children in both the datasets. There are instances of cross-
talk in the MDBD dataset which is not present in the FAU-AEC
dataset and the speech samples in the MDBD dataset used for
testing consisted of vocalizations such as whining and crying
along with other verbalizations whereas the FAU-AEC speech
models were trained on intelligible speech. Nevertheless, the re-
sults of the MDBD dataset are promising and opens up avenues
for improvement.

7. Conclusions
We demonstrated an approach to robustly detect laughter in
children’s speech using acoustic features and various machine
learning algorithms. The experimental setup used in our re-
search captured the variability in children’s speech patterns
which resulted in a feature set with a robust predictive capa-
bility. We explored the use of formant-based features to dis-
criminate between speech and laughter and found that the artic-
ulatory kinematics in the vocal tract during speech and laughter
possess information to discriminate between them. Testing the
trained models using another dataset, with different subjects in
terms of age, activity context and presence of cross-talk, re-
sulted in moderate, though statistically relevant, generalization.
As a next step, there is a possibility for performing multi-modal
analysis using audio and vision to improve the understanding of
not just the production of children’s laughter but the affective
nature behind it.
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